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ABSTRACT.  Business  software  systems  and  applications  use  business
process  management  concepts  to  organize  and  automate  processes.
Incorporating a business process management system in existing business
applications is a pretty complex task and, as well, is very expensive in
terms  of  time  and  human  resources.  The  article  presents  a  newly
conceived  Framework  for  Dynamic  Business  Applications—a  software
platform that allows business  users  (domain experts)  to defne at run
time  all  business  objects  that  they  will  work  with,  their  properties,
relationships,  and restrictions  of  their  business/domain  model.  This  is
very  similar  to  what  can  be  done  with  business  ontologies  regarding
representation of entities, ideas, and events, along with their properties
and  relations.  After  defning  them,  business  users  can  use  them  to
populate  data  in  the  application  and  later  apply  this  data  for  data
extraction, analysis, visualization, and reporting.

1. Introduction. Today business  applications are not just screens
for editing or viewing business data, they require complex logic to be executed
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against this data, which is often called business logic and can be defned as a
set of business  rules.  Business  Mrocess  Management (BMM) is  defned as a
support  of  “business  processes  using  methods,  techniques  and  software  to
design,  enact,  control  and analyze  operational  processes  involving  humans,
organizations, applications, documents and other sources of information” [1].
As well, BMM serves for optimization of business processes in a way which
does  not  depend  on  the  related  technological  support  [2].  Thus,  BMM
represents a structured approach, which serves for discovery, design, execution,
monitoring, and documentation of business workflows [3]. These workflows can
be of both automated and non-automated types and have to be consistent and
well-targeted and aligned with the organizational strategic goals [4]. BMM is a
discipline  that  combines  knowledge  from  information  technology  and
knowledge from management sciences and applies this to operational business
processes  [5,  6]).  On  the  other  side,  workflows  may  be  regarded  as  “one
fundamental  building  block  to  be  combined  with  other  parts  of  an
organization's structure and information technology (which include business
software), teams, projects and hierarchies” [7]. This makes workflows crucially
important because they help BMM processes to be optimized and aligned with
the business strategy of an organization in order to bring improvement of its
overall performance and to reduce production and management costs [8].

Mrocess-Aware  Information  Systems  (MAIS)  comprise  traditional
Workflow Management (WFM) systems and modern BMM systems, together
with  more  enhanced,  powerful  and  flexible  platforms  for  management  of
specifc  processes  [9,  10].  Thus,  MAIS  represent  a  large  family  of  various
systems such as platforms for Enterprise Resource Mlanning (ERM), e. g., SAM
[11] and Oracle [12], Customer Relationship Management (CRM) systems [13],
custom case-handling and rule-based systems [14]. All these types of systems
can  be  regarded  as  proiess-aware,  because,  to  varying  degrees,  they  are
oriented to description, execution, control, and monitoring of specifc business
processes. In many cases, MAIS may use other systems to support some steps
of process execution, for example updating database records or sending e-mails
through an e-mail server. However, in these cases, the database management
system and the e-mail server serve as auxiliary systems, which are somehow
involved in the management and orchestration of the business processes but
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are not aware of the whole process [15]. Another example of BMM techniques
that are not aware of  the processes  is  process  mining [16]  that is  used to
discover and analyze newly emerging processes supported by the system [15].

BMM applies many languages, standards, and notations, which can be
divided into four main groups according to their main purpose: for execution,
interchange,  graphical,  and  diagnosis  purposes  [17].  These  languages,
standards,  and  notations  allow  viewing  BMM  as  an  extension  of  WFM.
Traditional  WFM primarily  focuses on the coordination and automation of
business processes [1, 18, 19]. On the other hand, BMM has a rather broader
scope:  “from  process  automation  and  process  analysis  to  operations
management and the organization of work” [15]. There are two main types of
processes in any organization: workflow and information flow. Workflows are
not  industry-specifc  and  can  be  easily  reused  [9].  Therefore,  they  appear
exceedingly helpful in defning processes within any company and reusing them
among organizations.

Modern organizations tend to use various software products for BMM.
However, in many cases,  essential  business requirements are not taken into
account  during  software  design  and  development  especially  when  using
standard software tools [20]. On the other side, processes modeled by business
analysts cannot be implemented directly in a software system because of lack
of  sufcient  destabilization  of  the  process  descriptions  [21].  A recent  study
about trends in the use of such products and services [22] asked more than 300
companies: “What BMM products and services is your organization currently
using?”. The answers reveal (Fig. 1) that preferences of BMM suites that can
manage the runtime execution of  a business  process  are going steadily  up,
unlike the other types of BMM products (graphics modeling tools, repository-
based  systems,  tools  for  managing  rule-based  applications,  and  process
monitoring dashboard tools), whose usage remains the same or goes down. The
explanation of this trend lies in the fact that BMM products managing the
runtime  execution  of  business  processes  are  dSnamii  business  appliiations.
Dynamic business applications are defned as “applications that can quickly
adapt  to  changing  business  needs,  competitive  pressure,  and  market
opportunity”  [23].  Such software systems are highly appreciated by domain
users  due  to  their  runtime  customization,  confguration,  and  on-the-fly
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extensibility according to the business requirements [20]. Modern business is
very dynamic and fast-growing and, therefore, requires software that can serve
its  rapidly  changing  needs.  At  the  same  time,  design,  development,  and
support  of  dynamic  business  applications  are  very  expensive  and  time-
consuming.  Moreover,  it  is  not  even  possible  for  organizations  without  IT
department—they have to either order a custom BMM system handling their
specifc business processes, or use an available MAIS and external consultancy
services  for  building  a  customized  solution  [24].  The  great  challenge  from
scientifc and applied point of view is to provide companies with a framework
for straightforward, easy and cost-efective defnition, managing and optimizing
business  processes  by  implementing  workflows  within  dynamic  software
applications being adaptive to evolving  business  needs. The Framework for
Dynamic  Business  Applications  (FDBA)  outlined  here  includes  ‘tools’  to
design, model, monitor, execute, manage and analyze workflows in order to
fulfll the requirements for managing and optimizing business processes. The

Fig. 1. Usage of BMM products in organizations (after [22])
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article is focused mainly on features and means for modeling and monitoring
workflows, including visualization and execution of workflows/processes, using
an extensive library of predefned activities to allow ‘programing’ any kind of
business process and, as well, integrating with existing systems by developing
‘integrating’ activities.

The rest of the article is organized as follows. The next section provides
an explanation of our motivation behind this work, together with the most
important related projects. Section 3 provides a description of the workflows in
FDBA  describing  dynamic  business  applications,  workflow  activity  types,
predefned workflow activities, variables (objects that contain the data specifc
for  a  workflow),  and  workflow  execution  and  extensibility.  Section  4  is
dedicated to a discussion of the important benefts ofered by the described
framework for workflow modeling and execution of business processes, together
with an example of a business workflow for contract approval. As well, this
section  presents  a  comparison  of  FDBA  with  the  most  popular  existing
workflow  framework—jBMM.  Finally,  the  conclusion  summarizes  the
functionalities of the FDBA workflow tools and provides some directions for
future work in the area.

2. Background.
2.1. Motivation. The idea of this work is to defne an appropriate

framework for creating/modeling, executing, monitoring and changing business
processes that can be used in existing business software systems and also will
be  part  of  FDBA  and  can  ‘handle’  the  dynamic  nature  of  the  business
applications. This framework should be generic enough in order to be used in
other existing/legacy business applications. Another requirement for it is to
create/change  business  processes  with  no  or  minimum amount  of  software
development (i. e., no programming required).

Workflows  represent  “computerized  models  of  the  business  process,
which specify all the parameters involved in the completion of these processes”
and can be of administrative, collaborative, productive, and ad-hoc type [25].
Workflow is a set of activities which have an order of execution and which
defne  a  specifc  business  short  or  long  running  process.  Also,  this  can  be
described as an “ordered series of steps that accomplish some defned purpose
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according to a set of rules” [26]. The next diagram shows a very simplifed
conceptual sample workflow with some activities (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Sample workflow with some activities

2.2. Related work. The section provides a short description of three
existing  frameworks/engines  that  allow  workflow  creation,  execution,  and
monitoring.

2.2.1. Activiti. Activiti1 is a light-weight workflow and BMM platform
targeted at business people, developers and system admins. Its core is a super-

1 http://www.activiti.org/
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fast and rock-solid BMMN 2.0 [27] process engine for Java. It is open-source
and  distributed  under  the  Apache  license.  Activiti  runs  in  any  Java
application, on a server, on a cluster or in the cloud. It integrates perfectly
with Spring while being extremely lightweight and based on simple concepts.
It  has  a  Designer  tool  that  works  with  Eclipse.  The  representation  of
workflows is in XlML.

The engine AMI is the most common way of interacting with Activiti.
The fgure below presents a sample activity diagram developed in Activiti.

Fig. 3. Sample workflow with some activities

2.2.2. Camunda. Camunda2 is an open source platform for modeling
and executing  workflows.  It  has  a  basic  desktop designer  (Fig.  4).  Design
documents can be saved as XlML and later loaded and run by an execution
engine. It is very easy to use, which allows business analysts to use it as well
as  developers,  working  on  the  same  diagrams.  Figure  5  presents  a  simple
workflow developed with Camunda.

The  main  beneft  of  the  platform  consists  in  its  performance:  the
Camunda engine is designed to process a high number of transactions (process
instances) in a short time. Camunda achieves this in various ways, including
caching,  by  reducing  the  interaction  with  the  database  to  the  necessary
minimum and separating runtime data and history data.

2 http://camunda.com/
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Fig. 5. Simple workflow with Camunda

Fig. 4. View of the Camunda designer
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2.2.3. jBPM. jBMM3 is  a flexible  BMM Suite.  It  makes the bridge
between business analysts and developers.  Traditional  BMM engines have a
focus that is limited to non-technical people only. The core of jBMM is a light-
weight, extensible workflow engine written in pure Java that allows you to
execute business processes using the latest BMMN 2.0 specifcation. It can run
in any Java environment, embedded in your application or as a service. On top
of the core engine, many features and tools (Fig. 6) are ofered to support
business  processes  throughout  their  entire  life  cycle  and  also  support  the
graphical creation of your business processes (drag & drop).

Fig. 6. Screenshot of jBMM designer

The most important features of jBMM (that are also a part of FDBA
Workflows) are as follows:

 pluggable persistence and transactions based on persistence AMIs; 

 pluggable human tasks that need to be performed by human actors;

 management console supporting process instance management, task lists,
and task form management, and reporting;

 optional  process  repository  to deploy  your  process  (and other  related
knowledge);

3  https://www.jbpm.org/
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 history logging (for querying/monitoring/analysis);

 integration with other systems.

2.3. The challenge. All three workflow tools described above in brief
provide  features  for  graphical  edition  of  workflows,  persisting  workflows
(mostly  in  XlML  and  BMMN2),  and  execution  and  monitoring  of  defned
workflows.  However,  they miss  some functionalities,  which  appear  crucially
important for dynamic business applications, such as the following:

 predefned activities—extensive library of predefned activities to allow
programming any kind of business process;

 a  zero-coding  approach—the  ability  to  create  fully-fledged  business
applications  based  on  workflow  diagrams,  rules,  and  user  interface
descriptions;

 need of new activity both to load dynamic data and to import/export
data;

 easy  integration  with  any  kind  of  business  software  systems—for
example, by providing ‘integrating’ activities.

Thus,  the  main  challenge  of  the  present  work  lies  in  the  research
question: “Can we design and develop a framework for straightforward, easy
and  cost-efective  defning,  managing  and  optimizing  business  processes  by
implementing workflows as dynamic software applications, which are adaptive
to  evolving  business  needs?”.  The  Framework  for  Dynamic  Business
Applications, presented in the next sections, provides tools to design, model,
monitor,  execute,  manage  and  analyze  workflows  in  order  to  fulfll  the
requirements for managing and optimizing business processes,  together with
features  and  means  for  modeling,  visualization,  execution,  and  monitoring
business  processes.  It  ofers  an  extensive  library  of  predefned activities  to
allow programming any type of business processes and, on the other hand,
integrating with existing systems. 

3. Workfows in FDBA. We are interested in a special type of
workflows—these that will be used in a FDBA and, as well, can be reused in
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legacy  software  systems  that  will  beneft  on  adding  automated  workflows.
FDBA is a framework that allows business users (domain experts) to defne all
business objects that they will work with and their relationships, and we need
to have a ‘tool’ to create ‘programs’ and processes that will use the data in the
business objects.

3.1. Workfow  descriiing  dynamic  iusiness  applications.
Workflows as part of the FDBA will serve as “Business Logic” or “Business
Mrocesses”.  They are implemented as a set of discrete, testable components
that are assembled into workflows like building blocks. In FDBA, the users can
create  any  kind  of  Business  Object  Types  (BOTs)  and,  later,  can  create
instances/objects  of  these  BOTs.  Here,  business  applications  are  not  just
applications executing CRUD (Create, Read, Update and Delete) operations
against  the  objects  in  the  application,  but  also  various  business  processes
(long, short, simple, complex) that work with the business data. To create low
to high level ‘programs’ and processes in FDBA, we will use workflows, which
will be used by the business to defne their operational business processes. 

In  FDBA,  a  business  process  is  a  collection  of  related,  structured
activities  or  tasks  that  produce  a  specifc  service  or  product  (serving  a
particular goal) for a particular customer or customers. We can divide business
processes into three main categories:

 Management processes that govern the operation of a system. Typical
management  processes  include  corporate  governance  and  strategic
management.

 Operational processes that constitute the core business and create the
primary  value  stream.  Typical  operational  processes  are  purchasing,
manufacturing, marketing, and sales.

 Supporting  processes that  support  the  core  processes.  Examples
include accounting, recruitment, and technical support.

A business process can be decomposed into several sub-processes, which
have their  own attributes,  but also contribute to achieving the goal of the
super-process.
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We can make an analogy to the traditional programming model, where
the  developer  implements  any  task  using  source  code  in  some  specifc
programming language—for example,  Java,  C# or another general-purpose,
object-oriented  programming  (OOM)  language.  In  the  source  code,  the
developer specifes the instructions in some sequence (flow of control) and also
code-decisions statements like if/else, while and so on. These are all based
on  some variables/data.  In this  way,  any  kind of  business  process  can be
programmed,  but  the  process  is  written  in  source  code  and  it  cannot  be
changed without recompilation and requires software developers to change it.

Unlike the general-purpose OOM languages as Java or C#, workflows
can  be  considered  as  languages  for  creating  rules/processes  for  a  specifc
problem domain. Domain experts can change the workflows because they are
understandable and more user-friendly than the source code. As well, they can
be changed by the domain experts unlike the source code, which once compiled
is not changeable. However, in order to be fully completed and expressive as a
programming language, FDBA workflows will have all needed activities that
correspond to instructions of programming languages, namely:

 declare a variable and set a value to a variable;

 update object felds/properties;

 create methods and pass parameters;

 execute a loop.

Other benefts of using workflows are as follows:

 all  the business processes in one business application are created in a
consistent way;

 the set of activities can be extended with specifc or custom activities for
some  business  and  thus  provide  reusability  and  extensibility  of  the
workflows;

 a workflow can be stopped/paused in the middle and persisted for later
continuation.

Creating  workflows  follows  a  declarative  way  of  programming  and
consists of four tasks:
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1. Specify which activities will be used in one workflow.

2. Specify the order/sequence of these activities.

3. Set variable values and activity’s properties values.

4. Mass variables to activities.

Fig. 7. Sample workflow for “Debit Account”
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The ultimate purpose of the workflows as part of FDBA is to enable
business users to ‘implement’ the business logic/business processes, which are
part of the business applications. In order to successfully defne workflows for
business logic/business processes as a complete working solution, the following
issues should be implemented:

1. existence of a predefned set of activities;

2. ability to inherit the predefned activities;

3. ability  to  order  activity  in  diagram  in  specifc  sequences—modeling
workflow diagrams;

4. runtime where workflows are executed;

5. ability to see/edit all defned workflows.

In order to have working workflows which can be used by the business
we need also:

 execution of the modeled workflows;

 interaction  with  a  human  who  can  make  a  decision  as  part  of  one
workflow,  so  the  workflows must  have activities  that  can be used  to
interact with the users;

 monitoring the running and executed business process.

Fig. 7 gives an example of a workflow for the process “Debit Account”.

3.2. Workfow activity types. One workflow is a set of activities;
they are building blocks of workflows. The activities can have a user-friendly
name in order to be more readable when the workflow is  displayed;  so all
activities have the DisplayName property. Activities can be of several types, as
follows:

 Control fow:

o If—Checks/tests  a  ‘condition’  and  continue  with  one  or
another activity depending on the result;

o While—Loops until a ‘condition’ value is met.
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 Messaging:

o sends message to web service;

o sends email;

o sends message to message queue.

 Simple primitives:

o Wait—waits for specifc time;

o Set—waits for variable/property.

 Data transactions:

o Load/Delete/Update objects.

 Error handling:

o logging—logs information/error messages to system.

 UI (user interface):

o shows message to the users once open the system;

o shows information/error message as notifcation.

 Start workfow—start a workflow at some event, for example:

o after another workflow completion;

o before another workflow;

o on some event in the system;

o on some trigger (data change) in the system.

 Data—activities to export/import/transport data/objects.

 PL  level—activities,  which  correspond  to  programming  languages
instructions; extensive number (around 200) of activities like:

o assign value to variable or array;

o invoke method;

o pass parameters;

o sort list;

o create objects;

o others.
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3.3. Predefined workfow activities. For it to be easier to create
complex workflows, we provide an extensive number of predefned workflow
activities. Any sequence of activities can be considered also as an activity in
order to be able to create a library of new activities. There is a special type of
activity, called  ExecuteWorkflow, which can be used to nest one workflow in
another. One workflow can be composed of activities and workflows and some
of the activities are ‘container’ activities. In this way, we can defne any kind
of process, no matter how complex it is.

Table 1  explains  some  of  the  activities,  which  in  workflows  are
connected with ‘links’. Only some basic activities are covered; the entire list
features around 400 prebuilt ones that can be extended, reused or grouped in
‘container’ activities.

Table 1. List of some of the predefned activities in FDBA

Activity Description
If Else Test a condition and execute one of the next activities

While Loop until a condition is met

DoWhile Loop until a condition is met

For
Loop specifc number of times—N times. The Index property is
changed from 1 to N for each iteration

Parallel Execute activities in parallel

ForEach
Loop in a collection of objects and set property CurrentItem 
for each object

Sequence
Serve as container for other activities that will be executed in 
sequence. Also known as Composite activity

Assign Variaile
Assign value to variable. Variables have scope—activity or 
workflow

Workfow Activity to start another workflow

Send email
Sends email to specifc email address. Email template can be 
used. Also objects can be exported into email content or 
attached as fles

Load oiject
Loads specifc object by Id or another flter condition (where 
clause). This activity is specifc for FDBA, it will load object 
of specifc BOT

Load oijects
Loads many objects that met flter condition (where clause). 
This activity is specifc for FDBA, it will load objects of 
specifc BOT
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Activity Description

Delete oiject
Deletes specifc object. This activity is specifc for FDBA, it 
will delete objects of specifc BOT

Update oiject

Sets properties of an object. This activity can be inherited in 
order to set specifc property and have better name, for 
example, “Sign Document” will update the property IsSigned 
for BOT “Document”

Create oiject Creates object of specifc BOT

Create temp oiject
Creates non-persistent object that live only temporary in the 
workflow

Send message to queue Sends message to message queue

Read message from 
queue

Reads message from message queue

Event Handler
Executes the next activity when specifc even in the system is 
raised

Raise event
Raises event that later can be handled by another workflow or
another component in the system

Trigger Handler Executed when specifc object or object property is changed

Switch
Evaluates a specifed expression and executes the activity from
a collection of activities whose associated key matches the 
value obtained from the evaluation

Send message Sends message to web service

Read message Reads message from web service

Delay Waits specifc time

Write in Log Writes information/error message in the log

Write in Console Write information/error message in the console

Transaction Container for activities executed in Transaction

Rolliack Transaction Rollback transaction

Commit Transaction Commits currently executing transaction

Add To Collection Adds object to specifc collection

Remove From 
Collection

Removes object from collection of objects

Catch Error
Catches error executed by some of the previous activities in a 
workflow

Throw Error Logs and throws an error

Save Changes
Saves changes (if any) made by previous activities in a 
workflow execution
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Activity Description
Export Oijects Exports some objects to fle/database (DB)

Import Oijects Imports some objects from fle/DB

Convert Oijects Converts objects from one BOT to another BOT

Aggregate Oijects Aggregates objects to other BOT using aggregate functions

Merge Oijects Merges two collection of objects

Join Oijects
Joins two collection of objects using join condition. The result 
is one collection of diferent BOT. Joins can be FULL, LEFT, 
or RIGHT

DB Script Executes SQL script/script fle

Sort Oijects Sorts objects

Extract from XML Extracts objects from XlML

Export Oiject(s) to 
Word, Excel, Others

Exports objects to word, excel or other template

Timer
Executes the specifed activity when timer ticks; can be 
recurrent timer (for example “Every Monday” in January)

3.4.  Variailes. Variables  represent  objects  that  contain  the  data
specifc  for  the  workflow  or  specifc  activity  in  the  workflow  during  its
execution.  Variables  have  data  in  them  only  during  execution;  after  the
workflow completion, they lose their values, so they are not persisted after the
workflow completion, they are only persisted if we persist the workflow in the
middle of its execution.

The variables can be set by using Assign activity or their value can be
set during workflow design and during the workflow execution. If a variable is
specifc for the workflow, its value can be read/written by any activity in this
workflow.  If  a  variable  has  scope  concrete  activity,  only  this  and its  sub-
activities can read/write this value. For example, if we have four activities in
sequence: Load Object, Update Object, Save Changes and Send Email, and we
also have one variable of BOT “Mroduct” with name “product”, the sequence of
actions that will be done during workflow creation/design will be as follows:

1. Create  a  variable  “product”  of  type  “Mroduct”  and  set  its  scope  as
‘workflow scope’ (‘workflow scope’ is the default scope, the other possible
scope is ‘activity scope’).
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2. In the  ‘Load Object’  activity,  load the required  object  and set  it  to
“product” variable.

3. In the ‘Update Object’ activity, set some properties of “product” object.

4. SaveChanges() detects if there are some changes of business objects.

5. In ‘Send Email’ activity, “product” can be used to send this data to some
email.

6. The “product” variable is available in the next activities in the workflow.

Note that this is just a sample approach to do this task; this can be
done in many diferent ways.

3.5. Workfow execution. The execution of workflows will be done
by  a  so-called  “Workflow  Mrocessing  Engine”  (WME).  It  allows  both
synchronous and asynchronous workflow execution.

An instance of the workflow is created before it is executed. It is called
“Workflow Instance”. This instance can be persisted/serialized if needed. The
persisted workflow is saved in the DB. Workflows are executed in the same
process where the business logic layer is executed in FDBA, not in a separate
process.  The  Workflow  Instance  can  be  ‘paused’  and  persisted  between
activities, but not in the middle of an activity (which is not a container like
Sequence or Workflow).

Diferent events are raised during workflow executions. Some of them
are as follows:

 WorkflowStarted

 WorkflowTerminated

 WorkflowCompleted

 WorkflowPaused

 WorkflowPersisted

 WorkflowLoaded

 WorkflowResumed

Note the diference when saving Workflows and Workflow Instances.
When we save Workflow we save its defnition—what activities it has, what is
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their order and sequence, what variables are used and so on. When we save a
Workflow Instance, we persist  the current state of  the executing Workflow
Instance. One Workflow can have multiple Workflow Instances. The relation is
the same as that of class to object in object-oriented programming.

3.6. Workfow extensiiility. Any activity type can be inherited (by
inheriting the abstract class Activity), so new activities can be defned, e. g.,
ValidateAccountActivity,  ValidateProductActivity,  ChangeSystemSettingsActivity
and so on. The newly defned activities are later available in the graphical
workflow designer where they can be used as activities in the new workflows.

Any activity is implemented by a class that has a name similar to its
own. For example, the “If Else” activity class is called  IfElseActivity, the
Timer activity  has a class  TimerActivity that implements it.  All  activity
classes implement the interface/abstract class  Activity. The main attributes
and properties of this class are as follows:

 DisplayName—the name displayed  in  the  graphical  tool  for  designing
workflows;

 Id—identifer of activity instance unique in the application;

 Serialize() method;

 Deserialize() method;

 Invoke()—the actual implementation of the activity;

 Variables—list of variables specifc for this activity;

 HasError—a Boolean property indicating the occurrence of an error;

 Error—description of the error (if such has occurred).

Workflows also implement the abstract class  Workflow, which imple-
ments  the  abstract  class  Activity.  The  activities  can  be  grouped  in  a
Sequence activity and this activity can be saved and later reused. This new
activity is later available in the graphical workflow designer, where it can be
used as  an activity in  the new workflows (note that activities  newly ‘pro-
grammed’ by software developers are not restricted to using the convention
SomeActivity, they only need to inherit the abstract class Activity).
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Fig. 8. Business workflow for contract approval

4. Discussion. The framework for workflow modeling and execution
described in the previous section possesses several important advantages: it

 creates business processes according to the business needs;

 creates/manages processes which with high complexity;

 provides  a  list  of  predefned  activities  to  create  other  activities  and
workflows.
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Fig. 9. Martial view of activities of the business workflow

for contract approval
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Fig.  8 presents a business  workflow described by the framework for
contract approval, namely Approving Murchase Order. Here, we see a sample
workflow, which can be executed when a Murchase Order (MO) is requested.
This  is  a  simple  version  that  shows  a  need  for  approval  for  MO above  a
quantity of 1000. The next Fig. 9 provides a view of some of the activities of
this business workflow.

Table 2 ofers a comparison of FDBA with the most popular existing
workflow  framework—jBMM.  There  are  compared  features  important  for
dynamic  workflows  creation.  The  main  advantages  for  business  processes
developers are as follows:

 persistence—using both DB records and BMMN2;

 zero-coding—no  need  of  new  development  (programming)  of  new
activities;

 graphical user interface—ability to create/view/edit the workflow in a
graphical  tool.  Also,  an  ability  to  see  graphically  currently  executing
workflows—in  order  to  answer  the  questions:  “What  is  the  current
execution  status  of  the  workflow?”,  “Which  step/activity  is  currently
executing?”, “Why did the workflow fnish with an error?”, and others;

Table 2. Feature comparison between FDBA workflows and jBMM

Criteria FDBA Workfows jBPM

Zero-coding approach Yes No

Graphical Workfow Editor Yes Yes

Wei Graphical Workfow Editor Yes Yes

Platform .Net/Java Java

Persist workfow as Database records or BMMN2 BMMN2

Easy to use Yes No

Need new activity to load dynamic data No Yes

Need new activities to import/export data No Yes

Easy integrate with any kind of iusiness 
software systems

Yes No

Extensive list of predefined activities Yes No
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 work with dynamic model—because the model is dynamic, the workflows
can contain activities to work with this dynamic model—for example to
load data from new business objects defned by the users of the system;

 import/export activities provide ‘integration point’ with other systems.

5. Conclusions. Modern  software  platforms  need  automated,
extensible workflows for BMM systems. Adding a BMM system in organizations
is very expensive and time-consuming, especially when the company already
uses software and business  data that need to be integrated with the BMM
system. With FDBA workflow tools,  business users and software developers
have the liberty to use plenty of functionalities, such as:

 design, model, and monitor workflows;

 visualize (using diagrams) workflows/processes;

 execute, persist and resume workflows;

 use an extensive library of predefned activities to allow ‘programing’ any
kind of business process (high or low level, long-running or short-running
process;

 extend, reuse, group existing activities or create new activities (done by
software developers);

 create new activities from existing or by grouping activities  (done by
business/domain experts);

 integrate with existing systems by developing ‘integrating’ activities;

 interact with the humans when decisions need to be made.

Therefore,  FDBA  workflows  will  help  business  with  modeling,
automation,  execution,  control,  measurement  and  optimization  of  business
activity flows,  in  support  of  enterprise  goals,  spanning  systems,  employees,
customers,  and  partners  within  and  beyond  the  enterprise  boundaries.  By
applying FDBA, companies will improve business performance outcomes and
operational agility beyond the currently existing levels.

The  article  presented  only  one  core  feature  of  FDBA—handling
business workflows following the ever-changing functional and organizational
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requirements. Further work will  address other user functionalities of FDBA
such  as  creation  and  maintenance  of  user  interfaces  for  dynamic  business
applications.  As well,  the software architecture of the framework should be
precisely formulated in accordance with a formalized conceptual model for the
creation  of  such  applications.  Finally,  we  have  to  validate  practically  the
framework concerning its efectiveness—meaning the expected results regarding
their  usage,  i. e.,  how  efciently  it  serves  for  creation,  execution,  and
monitoring  of  any  business  workflow  embedded  into  a  dynamic  business
application. As well, its efciency will be validated—i. e., whether it is more
efcient  regarding both cost  and time of  software  design  and development
when compared to other similar approaches and platforms.
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